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Mitochondria play multiple roles during red blood cell production (erythropoiesis), including heme 

production and iron trafficking. Mutations in gene encoding for mitochondrial proteins lead to 

ineffective erythropoiesis as observed in patients with sideroblastic anaemia [1]. Yet, the removal of 

mitochondria and erythroid nuclear expulsion are essential steps in forming terminally differentiated 

mature red blood cells (erythrocytes). In the adult bone marrow, erythroblasts surround a central 

macrophage, forming multi-cellular cluster known as erythroblastic island (EBI). EBI, also known as the 

erythroid niche, serves as a nursery for developing erythroblasts during erythropoiesis. The EBI 

macrophage engulfed and destroyed expulsed erythroid nuclei. Unlike the fate of the erythroid nuclei, 

intrinsic destruction of mitochondria (mitophagy) occurs in the erythroid cells after nuclei expulsion [2]. 

However, it is unknown if the niche regulates erythropoiesis in a manner similar to the erythroid nuclei. 
 

We first visualized mitochondria in the EBIs at the sub-cellular level with the serial-block-face scanning 

electron microscope (SBF-SEM) (Figure 1). The SBF-SEM images revealed erythroid mitochondria 

residing in close proximity to erythroid nuclei (Figure 1, left panel). Enucleated erythroid cells in the 

EBIs still retain mitochondria. Three-dimensional reconstruction of the SBF-SEM images showed 

mitochondria attached to the erythroid nucleus surface at discrete points (Figure 1, right panel) [3]. 

Mitochondria in some progenitors exhibit a ribbon-like structure, while mitochondria in other 

progenitors exhibit kidney-bean morphology. The erythroblasts with kidney-shaped mitochondria have a 

tight absolute count of 35-43 mitochondria per cell. 
 

Having to also observe extracellular exosomes with contents resembling mitochondria in the EBIs, we 

next ask if the central EBI macrophage takes up erythroid mitochondria. We added mitochondria-

labelled erythroid progenitors to isolated single EBI macrophage. After 20 minutes, erythroid 

mitochondria accumulate in the macrophage (Figure 2). This indicates that mitophagy is not the sole 

mechanism to remove erythroid mitochondria. It also augments that the central macrophage plays an 

important role in erythropoiesis by erythroid organelle removal. 
 

Among 150 EBIs we imaged previously on conventional scanning electron microscopes, a rare bridge-

like connection, known as a tunnelling nanotube (TnT), were found connecting two erythroblasts in 13 

EBIs. These TnT were observed on one of the clusters imaged on the SBF-SEM, with a cargo present 

within the tunnelling nanotube (Figure 3). Mitochondrial clustering near the TnT were also observed in 

only one of two connected erythroblasts. Basic automated thresholding performed on the reconstructed 

3D model reveals the cargo to resemble a mitochondrion. This evidence collectively indicate that 

erythroid mitochondria trafficking occurs in the niche, and hence, suggesting the niche are involved in 

regulating mitochondria. We proposed that the central macrophage further supports erythropoiesis by 

shuffling mitochondria among erythroblasts [5].  
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Figure 1. Observing EBI with the SBF-SEM. Left panel show a representative 2D slice of a SBF-SEM 

image stack. White arrows indicate mitochondria-nuclear contacts. Right panel show manually 

segmented of cellular and sub-cellular components found the EBI.   

 
Figure 2. Erythroid mitochondria accumulate in stripped EBI macrophage. EBI macrophages were 

stripped of all erythroblasts over 72 hours. Stripped macrophage (green) were reconstituted with fresh 

“donor” erythroblasts labelled with MitoTracker®DeepRed (magenta) over a period of time. 

Representative confocal images showed no erythroblasts were added (left panel), 10 min after 

reconstitution (middle panel) and 20 min after reconstitution (right panel). 

 
Figure 3. Representative images showing cargo found in tunneling nanotube (TnT) connecting between 

two erythroid progenitors visualized under conventional scanning electron microscope (left panel) and 

the SBF-SEM (middle panel). Right panel shows a volume rendered model of the TnT in middle panel 

by manual segmentation. Red arrow indicates cargo present in the TnT. White arrow indicates 

mitochondrial clustering in one progenitor (left) but not the other connecting progenitor (right). Yellow 

bounding box represents region confined for basic automated thresholding performed. 


